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ABSTRACT
Data is increasing day by day. Nowadays data flow is increasing rapidly. For this reason,
we cannot control the massive data with a normal database management system. We need
a system that can handle this large amount of data. We can manage a small amount of
data with a normal dataset with the normal system. But if the data size is too high we
can’t control it. We need a system that can handle a massive amount of data, also the data
security is important. That's why the concept of big data came. Big data management
system is designed to extract the information from the dataset. Also, big data can handle
complex data system. We have structured, unstructured and semi-structured data set. Big
data system can find out the exact information from the data set. Also, big data helps find
information easily. We don't need some information rather we need the statistical info. In
this process big data is helpful.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Data is very sensitive and important in modern era. Nowdays after data is increased from
2010 to 2019 twice. Data analysers like to store data from different different resources.
Data can be genareted from machine ,our search engine , web site cookie .We cannot
ignore those data. They are useful to us and extract meaningful information from those
resource. those data can be useful in the our future project. We can use those data to find
out the total incress or decress rate for our population , health ,Technology ,business.
Market busket analysis is also an inportant fact to find out the clients requrement and
product recomendation system. Almost more than 8.47 crore people are connected
through mobile phone. this rate has increased rocket dramatically . we cannot handle this
huge amount of data with the traditional method .We need a system where we can handle
this huge collection of data and manage the system efficiently. Data lose also a big factor.
It is the mejor factor in the system. We want to access our system from a system.Visiting
multiple system not only difficult but also not a idle to handle the huge collection of data.
Hadoop is a modern solution to handle the huge collection of data from a master pc.
Nowadays using hadoop has become a popular framework in modern time. Its useful to
handle all collection of data from a master system, also it give the data succarity and
efficient system . Because of data fratuation rate has dramatically increased , hadoop can
be a best solution in modern time. Its well capable of handle this huge collection of data
without any system fault.also we can easily manage the system with efficient way. The
main plus point to recover the data . If one system is lose another system will take recover
the system. client do not need to think about manage data system. most important part it’s
give the rack awareness in the system , with this user can easily handle the huge
collection of data without any problem. so if the client has a multiple system in his total
sytem . he don’t need to think about it. hadoop give the best data managing data
manageing system. we can handle big data collection. Hadoop working process is easy.
we can manage the huge collection of data without any problem.
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1.2 Motivation
Data is the most important tools in modern era. We need data to extract the meaningful
information. The digital data processing system is not easy to handle a huge collection of
data. Managing big data is challenge for us. Hadoop can be a best solution for us. We can
manage system, extract meaningful information from the framework. Data managing
system is not easy. We need a system to manage the data from one system. Has given the
solution to handle the system.

1.3 Research Questions


Is it possible to manage a huge collection of data?



How to manage different system from one system?



How much data we can manage?

1.4 Expected Outcome


Manage huge collection of data.



Collect data without any system problem



Take recover from system

1.5 Layout of the Report:


In the first chapter we have discussed about introduction to the project,
motivation, research questions, and it’s expected outcome.



In the second chapter we have discussed about Hadoop and Big data.



In the third chapter we have discussed about “Background”, related works,
research summary, and challenges.



In the fourth chapter we have discussed about Research Methodology.



In the fifth chapter we have discussed about Summary and Conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2
Big Data and Hadoop

2.1 Big Data
Big data is a large scale of data. If we consider 1 GB file, it is a big size. Even 10Gg will
not give some any problem. But if we talk about any large scale of data like 10TB or
100TB then it is not easy to handle. Even if we go different system to find all the data, it
is not idle for data. That’s why big data concept have come. We should have some system
to control it. Also we need to extract valuable information from large scale of data. We
cannot do it without big data. Visualize also a major factor in data management .we can
easily manage big data for visualization and analysis.

2.2 Characteristics of big data
There is three characteristics of big data


Volume



Velocity



Variety

Volume means the size of data. In big data terms data size will be very large. That’s why
is difficult to handle the data size and management. Velocity is speed of data generating
.Data is increasing too fast speed. Even if we see before 2010 the data generating speed
become twice then now. Variety means different types of data. We can consider three
types of data:


Structured Data



Unstructured Data



Semi-structured Data

Structured data means which types of data has organised way. For example data are
structured data. There are row and column are organised in a structured way.
Unstructured means why types of data we cannot define which types of for data has
organised. For example a.txt file. There are lots of data. We cannot consider which types
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of data is stored in this files. Word documents, audio, video, image all are unstructured
types of data.
Semi structured means we cannot define which kind of data it is. For example an xml file.
We cannot consider which kind of data it is. The data look like structured, also cannot
consider unstructured. That’s why this data types called semi structured type of data

2.3 Big data resources
Data is generating from different resources. For example every day we use Facebook
twitter, Instagram, etc. Every day we share thousands of photos, like, message, comment.
That’s why data is generating day by day. We need to use bank to store money. Every day
transaction come from different resources as well as instalments. Website is also
producing huge collection of data. We need information to our goal. So different people
are making different types of website. The most commonly use google search engine.
Everyday millions of people are searching on google to get the information. Stock market
also a big issue data generating for big amount of data as well as machine is producing
data every day.

2.4 Use of big data
Every day we are using big data to get information. When we search on google or
YouTube we can see different same types of products are available there. Search engines
using recommendation engines to use big data. Sim Company operator everyday
recording our voice call to analysis the data and make wonderful system for our future.
We see different defend ford are available in the social media, internet. Big data is a great
for detecting fraud. Market basket analysis is also a big plus point of big data. Market
analyser using big data to analysis the market product organization. Sentimental analysis
also a big part in big data. When we tweet or like ,comment any post social media
operators use those data to analysis what do we need , like , dislike etc.
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2.5 Hadoop
Hadoop is an open source data management system which can help to organized different
data source to one system. If we have different data in different system it is very difficult
to manage, and handle. Hadoop makes it easier to distribute different system into one
system. It’s also a very powerful data management tools. Using this data management
tools we can handle a massive amount of data.
Master

Slave 5

Slave 1
Slave 2

Slave 3

Slave 4

Fig 2.1 : Hadoop Distrubuted File system

Hadoop Components
There are two version of Hadoop. they are Hadoop versoin 1 and Hadoop version 2.
Hadoop version 1 is older and Hadoop 2 is newer version. theough two version , the file
system is almost similer. both can ran on windows and linux platform. Hadoop 2 gives
better performances than Hadoop 1. also Hadoop 2 supports more than 4000 data node.
Hadoop 1 components:


HDFS [Hadoop distrubuted file system]



Mapreduce

Hadoop 2 components:


HDFS [Hadoop distrubuted file system]



YARN/MRV2
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Storeg/Read-Write

HDFS

HDFS

Processing

Fig 2.2 : Hadoop Demond

Hadoop Demonds:
Hadoop 1 Demonds:


NameNode



Datanode



Secondary NameNode



job tracker



task tracker

HDFS

Namenode and
Datanode

Mapreduce

Job tracker and task
tracker

Fig 2.3: Hadoop 1 demond

Hadoop 2 Demonds:


NameNode



Datanode



Secondary NameNode



Resource Manager



Node Manager
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Namenode and
Datanode

HDFS

Resources manager
and Node Manager

Mapreduce

Fig 2.4: Hadoop 2 demond
Hadoop Cluster:
Hadoop cluster is a special types of storing computing system. It can store, manage data,
read–write data. There are two types of cluster in Hadoop, one is master and another one
is slave cluster. Master system runs Hadoop usage the node idea. There are two types of
node. One is master and another one is slave. Master system run on the master node and
slave demonds runs on the slave demond. Master cluster store NameNode and resource
manager and slave cluster keep DataNode and node manager. All the data information are
stored in node Manager and the system is stored in DataNode

Client

NameNode and

Master

Resource Manager

Slave 1

Slave 2

Slave 3

DataNode and
Slave

Node Manager

Fig 2.5: Hadoop Cluster
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Secondary NameNode:
Secondary NameNode is not a backup for NameNode. It only take after a time. So if
NameNode will crash secondary NameNode will not take recover .Secondary NameNode
only take a backup after one or certain time if there is any restart required secondary
NameNode take stand. In Hadoop 1 secondary NameNode is important. But in Hadoop 2
secondary NameNode less important
Modes of operation in Hadoop system:
There are three types of system in Hadoop.


Stand alone



Pseudo distributed



Fully distributed
Standalone mode is not for business purpose. This is only for educational purpose.
Pseudo mode is for learning and implement purpose. Most of the people use this
system because they can run master and slave architecture in this mode. But the
device should be well configured. Fully distributed mode is for business or
organization, because it need separate operation system and device. This system
work well and give better performance.
Master
PC

Slave 1

Slave 2

Slave 3

Fig 2.6: Fully distributed Mode

Hadoop 1 vs Hadoop 2:
We all know Hadoop has two basic components. In Hadoop 1 first one is hdfs and
another one is MapReduce program. In Hadoop two HDFS and yarn or MRV2 are the
two components. The working process of Hadoop 1 and Hadoop are almost similar.
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In Hadoop 1 system there are two part MapReduce and HDFS. MapReduce also has two
major components. Recourses manager and data processing. So Map reduce has two
comports and that’s why data the overall performance is decrees in Hadoop 1. On the
other hand Hadoop 2 three parts. MapReduce manage the programming and other type of
jobs. Yarn manage the resources management and HDFS handle the data management.

Map Reduce + other types
of jobs
Map Reduce {Resource
manager data processing}

HDFS
Fig 2.7: Hadoop 1 working process

HDFS
Fig 2.8: Hadoop 1 working process

Limitation of Hadoop 1:

 Only one NameNode can be configured. So if there is any failure in the
NameNode it is difficult to extract the information from the DataNodes.

 Hadoop 1 cannot utilize a huge amount resources
 Less scalability when compared to Hadoop 2
 Hadoop 1 is not suitable for real time data processing
 Only max 4200 can be used in Hadoop 1. If try to use more node, the system will
crash and stop working.

 Organization need suitable system. But if system fails, organization will fail huge
time and money and it is difficult to extract information.
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Ecosystem of Hadoop:

Hadoop 2

Hadoop 1

Oozie

Oozie

PI
G

HIV
E

MAHO
UT

PIG

HIV
E

Other yarn framework,
MPI, Giraph

MAPREDUCE

MAPREDUCE

Yarn Resource manager
HDFS
HDFS

Flume

Sqoop

Flume

Sqoop

Fig 2.9: Hadoop Ecosystem

This Ecosystem is a part of Hadoop. Hadoop 1 and Hadoop 2 ecosystem almost similar.
On the top of the ecosystem Oozie maintain the schedule of all task. That means which
task should be execute and which work should not execute. So schedule is the main park
of Oozie. PIG, HIVE, MAHOUT are the framework work below the Oozie.In Hadoop 2
MPI, graph have added. So they are almost same in the Hadoop 1 and Hadoop 2.Then
MapReduce is responsible for programming in Hadoop. Which DataNode include which,
MapReduce decide. In Hadoop 2 the system is almost similar. Hadoop 1 has no other
process. The last stage is HDFS. But in Hadoop 2 another process have added to make
smoother performance YARN. Yarn manage the resource manager.
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2.6 HDFS file architecture
There are couple of things need to know in HDFS file architecture.


DFS



HDFS



File block and replication



The concept of rack

DFS
DFS means data file system. If someone have some files we cannot say this is distributed.
Distributed means equally files are organised. For example if we have have a 2GB file
and we want to store it equally in 5 pc. So every pc will get 400MB. This is called
distributed file system. Again we have to remember we have to restore the file from the 5
pc. Because the file is cutter down.

HDFS
HDFS means Hadoop distributed file system. Hadoop use master pc and slave pc to store
data. The master pc contain the information about the slave pc and slave pc know it data
path location. We can access all the data from the master pc as well as we can copy a file
from a local computer or copy a file from HDFS to our local Hadoop machine.

File Block and Replication:
When we add some file into our slave pc this file divided into some parts. The default file
size is 128MB. We can configure the size in the Hadoop system to hdfs.xml file. If we
have a 1GB of data and we give the default size of 100KB then it will divided into a lots a
parts. So we have a standard size 128MB. So the file will divided into 8 part. It will
increases our computer performance .again we want to copy a file to our system and our
hard disk have a low write speed 100MB/S. Thought we have a 5 pc in our cluster it will
give 500MB/S. This is a great advantage of Hadoop framework. Data is important, more
valuable than hardware. So every company wants the data safety. So they keep the data
safe. If we have a big file and we have set a value of our replication.
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The default replication size is 3 .that means the divided system will be stored in our
different data nodes three time. If any node fail or not working another data node will
take over. Because the data blocks stored in different and replicate three time.

The Concept of Rack

Rack is a major concept in HDFS. For example a university have 5 different department.
CSE, CST, Economics, BBA, EEE. So the administrator want to store data in an
organised way. To keep the data structured he can give every department every rack. So
rack means a network which contains a network.

2.7 MapReduce
MapReduce is a programming or logical unit how to customize data. This is divided into
two sector. One is map and another one is reduce. Map is responsible for store
management and reduce works for processing handling.in traditional data approach the
big data were divided into multiple sector. The all the data grep from the match. After
matching the divided from all split, the meaningful information can be extracted. For
example if the data size is 200 GB and there are 10 system. So the all 200GB is divided
into 10 sector. That means the system can store 20GB in a system. Of if someone wants
to extract the information from the big data system this is divided into different sector and
the person must be coded to find meaningful information.so pleating the data was not
easy. So if the data size is huge it was difficult to split all the data.
MapReduce has change the data splitting system. There is key value in map reduce
program. The input and output both were stored in key value pair. So in MapReduce
everything is in key value pair. So in mapper program, program need to input. The format
may be different. For example .txt, .html, .doc etc. Input class help to input the data into
map function. The value stored in the key value pair or K/V. So the mapper output goes
into the developer mode. It also stored in the key value pair. The mapper value goes into
reducer. Mapper input send the data into key value pair. Then the reducer output goes into
Developer. The developer keep the value into key value. Everything in MapReduce is key
value pair. So all the input and output all the data are into the key value pair.
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Main file

Block 1

Match 1

Block 2

Match 2

Block 3

Match 3

Final
Result

Fig 2.10: Data processing Traditional way

Mapper Work
Mapper works according to the system of file. For example if someone have a 1.5 GB of
text or document type file. If the block size is 128MB by default that means the files will
be divided into almost more than 10 block. The user has 20 slave pc and one master pc.
The mapper theory is the number of mapper and the number block are same.so if the user
has 200 block that means the mapper will be run 200 mappers. So if user has coded the
mapper program into mapper and the file has to run for execution the system will run 200
mapper or no matter how many block are there. It will run automatically into the system.
Is an automatic process
300MB file

Master pc

Block size 128 MB

Slave 1

Slave 2

Slave 3

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Mapper
1=128MB

Mapper
2=128MB

Mapper 3=44MB

Fig 2.11: mapper working process
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The mapper give the data into reducer its task to summarization the operation from the
mapper. We already know that mapper works to handle the stored sector. The reducer
works into mapper. By default there is only one reduce. But the user can change the
reducer value of the reducer.so map take an input file from the source. It makes or it
applies some business logic into the cluster and help to manage and find all the data from
the source. And finally it gives the output from map. Reducer get input from the mapper,
it also write some business logic. But logic is to perform into mapper. Finally it shows the
output of the reducer.

2.8 Apache Hive
Hive is a software developed by apache . It works above the mapreduce. hadoop works
according the the hadoop query of the the system. it gives the flaver of sql. the code is
almost similer of mysql . Hive works without any complexity of the system. Working
with mapreduc is difficult because the user need to write code a lot of java programming .
So who do not have any idea about java its difficult to manage and coding with java
programming. Normally hive convert the code into mapreduce and then execute the
code.hive is above the mapreduce in the hadoop ecosystem . So if a user make code in
hive it will convert into mapreduce. hive support a large collection of data .the working
process of hive is very simple. User have to write some query according to the hive rules
and hive convert the code into their logic.it support different different type of file formet
like .text , RCfile ,Hbase etc.because it convert it into MapReduce ,that’s why it is really
easy to code.
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CHAPTER 3
BACKGROUND STUDY

3.1 Introduction
In this section, we are going to describe the related works which is based on Hadoop
framework. We will review others research paper, their work, their methodology used in
paper and their success that related to our paper. In the research summary section we will
summaries the related works. In the challenge section we will talk how we succeed in the
implementation. We want to work with Big Data. We are motivated from Facebook and
some Companies who are manage their data system using big data. And this technology
did not widely spread yet. So this is the opportunity for us to make something unique by
using this technology. We will apply Big Data on Government websites like Educational
Board site and others website where lots of data are stored. In educational board website
there are millions of students’ result published after board exam and this data are stored
using MySQL query language to save the data into database. But students face the
problem when thousands of people visit the website to see their result at a same time and
that time the server can’t take the load and the site crash. There are various type websites
in various sector of Government. So sometimes it’s difficult to find that website or
information that people needs. So our plan is we want to make a single website where all
the Government sector information will be included.

3.2 Related Works
B. Saraladevi, N. Pazhaniraja, P. Victer Paul, M.S. Saleem Basha, P. Dhavachelvan have
proposed some steps to prevent security issues emerge in Hadoop base layer called
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). First approach is “Kerberos Mechanism” based
in HDFS which is used to block data correctly and only uses by the authentic user. The
next approach is “Bull Eye Algorithm Approach” which is used to secure sensitive data
where all the data are stored in without any risk and provide security in 3600 from mode
to node. The last approach is based on one “NameNode Approach” which is used for
security by achieved replicating and reduce server crashes [1].
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Raissa uskenbayeva, Abu kuandykov, Young Im Cho, Tolganay Temirbolatova, Saule
Amanzholova, Dinara Kozhamzharova have proposed some method for integrating of
data using the Hadoop and R. The approaches are R and Hadoop, R and Streaming, Rhipe
and RHadoop where R and Hadoop used for processing the large scale of data, RHаdoop
аnd Rhipe give permission to users to make and call their own map. RHadoop is
dependent on R packages. Streaming is used for easy jobs where the solution is limited
input data files but for the complex jobs, Rhipe and RHadoop are used [2].
To classify Health Information Exchange (HIE) Wang Lijun, Huang Yongfeng, Chen Ji,
Zhou Ke, Li Chunhua have proposed a medical information platform which is based on
Hadoop and after named Medoop. Medoop builds a platform for health data storage and
exchange in the Hadoop ecosystem. For this project, they proposed some approaches
which are HDFS based CDA file storage, HBased indexing for query and MapReduce
algorithm for CDA information and by they may store the data, organize and may analyze
the health data smoothly using the advantage of Hadoop [3].
In this project, authors Said Jai-Andaloussi, Abdeljalil Elabdouli, Abdelmajid Chaffai,
Nabil Madrane, Abderrahim Sekkaki have discussed medical content image retrieval by
using the Hadoop framework. Nowadays medical content is getting larger and digitized,
and these data are stored in a medical image database. So collecting the desired image
from the database it's quite complicated. To prevent this problem they took the challenge
and applying two models which are MapReduce distributed computing model and the
other is the HDFS storage model. They have also used two methods called BEMD-GGD
and BEMD-HHT, and used a database named DDSM image database. For implementing
the project they collect 2,500 patient files with 10,000 image where each image is 2000by
5000 pixels. After implementing they made an experiment on mean precision at 20 [4].
In this project, LI Jing-min and HE Guo-hui have discussed distributed database
management system based on Hadoop. In modern technology, data are increasing day by
day. For a huge amount of data it’s quite impossible to manage the data because there is
various kind of data like images, audio, video, etc. So for this big amount of data storage,
data distribution is complex. So the authors have taken some model which are Hadoop
core, HBase and Hive, and also used MapReduce data processing. HBase is used to store
the data and Hive is used for data query and analysis. By using these model large-scale
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cluster transform in a multi-node cluster and reduce the cost of inputs and provide a
suitable method for the cloud computing system [5].
In this project, Mehul Nalin Vora has discussed large scale data which using Hadoop
HBase . there are 3 important components of HBase architecture which is HMaster,
Region Server and ZooKeeper. For experimenting the project they have user IntelItanium(2) processor with 4-core master pc with 16 GBs of RAM and the slave pc was
dual core with 2GB RAM. They tested for 2 million image files and the average size of
these files are about 50 KB to 100GBs [6].
Yonggang Wang and Sheng Wang has discussed about research and implementation
spatial data storage based on Hadoop. A second major area relates to structural data the
process of discovering interesting and possibly useful arrangement in structural databases.
Finally, as structurally referenced data sets become more extensive in scientific
applications, the ambition for full assumption and authentic assessment of model
unevenly has become increasingly important [7].
In this research, Ashwani Kumar Kushwaha and Sweta Bhattachrya tried to predict the
quality of crop yields based on soil, climate and different diseases of crops. They used the
widely used agricultural algorithm ‘Agro algorithm’. They used the big data Hadoop
platform to deal with three large categorical datasets namely climate data, crop disease
related data and soil data. They preprocessed these agricultural dataset and implemented
Agro algorithm to predict quality crop yields. [8]
In this research, Ahmed Slama Ismail and Haytham Al-Feel tried to make a recommender
system named DLRS which will search research papers in big data environment Based on
Hadoop and Hive-Ql as a query engine using MapReduce parallel programming
framework. They used both single and three cluster machine to reduce time in search
from this large dataset. In both approach the retrieval time was almost similar but the
cluster machine approach was slight better then single machine. [9]

3.3 Research Summary
From the above all research paper we can say that all of those authors who research
different type of topic was appreciable. From the papers we see all the researches are
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most important in this modern technology, and all the authors used Hadoop platform in
their project and they got a good result from it. Some authors tried to predict the quality
of crop yields based on soil, climate and different diseases of crops using agricultural
algorithm ‘Agro algorithm’. Our research is on government database and we also used
Hadoop platform. Our topic is different from these paper. In our government database
there are lots of data and these data are increasing so we are working to manage
government data like educational and others using Hadoop. We are working on Hadoop
system with can run on windows platform. This system also can run into Linux operating
system like Ubuntu, kubuntu, Jubuntu, Linux mint etc. But we have work in windows 10
format. Because windows is the most popular operating system and available to
everywhere. With this file system we can handle a huge collection of data. Almost more
than 4000 nodes. If one data nodes contains 50 terabyte, then 4000 DataNodes will
contain 200000 terabyte. That’s a huge collection. This system is easy to use. Data
security also a big issue on Hadoop filesystem. We can use multiple master pc. That will
save our NameNode. If one data node will destroy we can recover our data with other
data nodes.

3.4 Challenges
We are facing lots of challenges in our project and the main problem of our project is data
collection because we need lots of data. Government data is sensitive data so we are
collecting some dummy data to implement the project and we hope we can solve all the
problem that we are facing. To implement this project. We have several problem. First we
make sure this system is working correctly we have to use high configuration pc. The
slave node or slave demond should minimum 8 GB of ram and master pc should have at
least 32 GB ram. Also we need lots of pc, vlan switch, route, cat6 cable. This is too
expensive. That’s why we have used single pc with single server. This system is for
practice. But if we want to see the real result we have to see those device. But we don’t
have any option. That’s why we are using medium range pc. But this system is highly
recommended to use. If we use big collection of data the pc will create problem and we
cannot run our program. At the start we did not have any knowledge about big data. We
had faced different problem to solve big resources. Also Data are not properly available
in the internet. We it was a big challenge for us.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1 Introduction:
In this chapter we will discuss about our research methodology. To implement this system
we have used Hadoop 2.7. We know Hadoop is a very powerful framework to manage
big data system. Nowadays data is increasing day by day. It is impossible to manage this
data system with normal data management system. Hadoop is widely used all over the
world. In this chapter we will discuss how we have used Hadoop and the data system.
Hadoop is a very simple data processing system to handle big amount of data. If we have
a huge amount of data we can easily handle of data. We can use huge collection of node
in Hadoop. That’s why data managing is easy in this system. In this system we have used
spark, Scala and Hadoop.

4.2 Tools idle for Hadoop:


Hadoop 2.7.2



JDK-8u211



Scala 2.11.12



Spark 2.4.3



Windows 10/ Windows 7



Core i7, minimum 6 core



Ram 16 GB



30GB hard disk space



Intel gaming PC
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Our system configuration
Table 4.1: System Configuration for our usage PC
PC
NO

Motherboard

Ram

1

Gigabyte GA Z170M D3H DDR3

2

3

Processor

8GB

Hard
Disk
2TB

Gigabyte GA-AX370Gaming DDR4 AM4

8GB

1TB

Core i5-Intel
6500k

8

MSI B450 GAMING
PRO Carbon AC
DDR4

12GB 1TB

Intel Coffee Lake
Core i7 8700K

12

Core i5-Intel 6500

Processor
Core
8

4.3 Directory Setup:
To make this system first we have to set the Hadoop environment .We have to download
all the component and make a directory in the c drive. The folder name should not include
any error because that can cause error in our system. Than we have to install JDK and
Scala to our PC. We have to copy the java and Scala to our program directory to work
directory because the program folder contain space that can make error while running our
program. Than we have to extract Hadoop and spark to our work directory. Should be
remembered that there should not be any space in Hadoop or other folder otherwise it will
not rum. We have to create directory in the c drive with the name tmp and the tmp folder
there should be another folder called hive. Also we have to create folder in the Hadoop
with the name of data and inside the data directory there should be another two folder
named NameNode and DataNode.
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Fig 4.1: Folder inside the Hadoop

Fig 4.2: Folder inside the tmp
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Environment variable setup:
This will be our folder setup. Now we have to setup our variable link to the system to get
proper execution to the system. Without making this the framework will not properly
work. We have to copy the Hadoop, spark, Scala and java directory link and have to add
to our user environment variable and system variable. Also inside our Hadoop and spark
folder there are two directory. One is bin and another is sbin. Are also important. We
have to copy those as well as we have to set those link in the system variable .linking the
variable is the most important part in our system. Hadoop run through java system. So
without proper link of java file it will not work properly give exception.

Fig 4.3: Setup Environment Variable
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4.4 Hadoop configure file setup:
Now we have to set configure our Hadoop etc. folders files and bin files. We need to
change the core-site.xml and set the property name to fs. Default FS and property value to
hdfs://localhost:9000. It will be configure our etc file. After the completing our core-site
file we have to change Hadoop-env.cmd file and set need to change the path of java
location. Otherwise it will not work. The loalhost is our local server name. With this
server address we have to access our system.

Fig 4.4: Setup Core-site file

Fig 4.5: Setup Java Path file
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Another important file is our hdfs-site.xml file. We have to set our NameNode and
DataNode path inside the file system. Inside the property the topper part value is our
name and bottom part is our destination path. There are two path in our Hadoop system.
One is NameNode another part is data node. NameNode store all the information about
data node. Name node store in the master pc and data node store in the slave pc. Data
node is responsible for storing all the necessary data in the system and if data node is lost
another data node have the same backup but if the name node will lost all data will be
lost.so for this purpose another 2 or three master pc have to add in the system to safe the
system .If one master fail another master will take position and help to recover and
reconnect the system again.

Fig 4.6: Setup hdfs-site.xml file

4.5 Installation Hadoop On system:
To install Hadoop on the system first we have to run our command prompt. First we have
to check if the system has properly installed java, spark Scala and spark. If those are
properly installed the display will show a proper message. Otherwise it will give
exception on the system. If there is any error we have to every single element inside the
environment variable, java configuration and Hadoop configuration.
If there is no error there must be file problem. If it happened, we have to use different
version of file system. Otherwise we can continue.
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If everything is right then we have to format your Hadoop system. To format our Hadoop
and install on our system we have to use this command


hdfs.cmd NameNode –format



start-dfs.cmd && start-yarn.cmd

If we get any windows permission popup we have to approve this popup with position
click. Otherwise it will not work on the system.
Now to check our system is properly work or not we have to give this command.


Jps



10864 NameNode



14992 Resource Manager



19048 DataNode



3016 Jps



11036 Node Manager

If we get those command view then our system is properly. Also there will be four popup
command.
Now to check our machine we have to open our browser and inside the url box we have to
type:
http://localhost:8088
There will be a web page of Hadoop. This is our main local system where we can see
every file structure of Hadoop system. There are all the files of Hadoop are organised
way. Also we can see the files available on different directory, files permission and file
size block size. The default block size is 128MB.
We can change the block size in Hadoop configure.
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Fig 4.7: Hadoop Cluster Metrics

We have to see another local server to check the machine is properly working or not. This
is our main local server. Inside this server we can see our file system inside this local
server.

Fig 4.8: Hadoop Browse Directory
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Hadoop Useful Command:
We can use some useful command to manage data system.


Hadoop dfs -mkdir /user/data/ [to create a directory we have to use this
command. mkdir means make directory and /user/data/ is the path. That means
inside the root folder there will be a path named user and inside the user data
directory will be created.



Hadoop dfs–rmr /myName [to remove a directory need to use this command,
rmr means remove and /myName is directory path.



Hadoop fs –ls /Myfile [too see inside directory file list this command is used



hdfs dfs -put /home/dataflair/Desktop/sample /user/dataflair/dir1 [to copy a
file from a local system and put into hdfs system this command is
used/home/dataflair/Desktop/sample /user/dataflair/ is the local directory and
/dir1 is the Hadoop directory.



There are also lots of command available on google
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CHAPTER 5
RESULT
5.1 Introduction
In this section we have worked with dataset and showed the result after collecting the
data. The dataset was not pre-processed. So first we have preprocessed the data then
apply hive on these dataset and got the exact result that we wanted.

5.2 Result Analysis
Hive works above the map reduce. The query is almost similar to sql. So if there is
anyone who comfortable with sql query with sql hive can works with hive. A programmer
have write huge amount of code in java programming. But in hive the programmer have
to run some basic query. Hive can manage a huge collection of dataset. The database
design is almost similar to sql. But hive have some extra advantage in working process.
We have work with different different dataset. And the result was great with our device. It
can manage a large collection of data. The database stored in data wirehouse. Inside the
database the table stored.
First we have inserted some dummy data inside the table. It works fine with those files.
But the files size was too low. We have created 3 dummy data and inserted into our
database table. We were able to extract meaningful information with those files. We had
counted number of column, one row information with unique id. The column types are
integer, string.
But if the dataset is big collection Hadoop system will scan will the whole table. That’s
why Hadoop has given a better system to manage the dataset. The dataset can be divided
into multiple partition with specific category. If we need to find the exact information it
will only scan the specific category files. It will improve our working performance. For
our working purpose we have used Dhaka stock exchange data from 2008 to 2017. Each
file contains minimum 650 column of info. Total number of file 10. We had inserted the
files into our table.
The count, show full information, row information worked fine. We can find the whole
information or a category type information. This types of partition is static partition.
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Table 5.1: Stock Exchange Dataset

Those data maintain a sequential structure. If we load the data inside expected table we
will get the result for showing the data. We can also count, sum, average with those
result.
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Table 5.2: Stock Exchange Result

Table 5.3: Temperature and Rain Status Dataset

This is the situation we know the category type with the specific data. We can
dynamically select the data type and the file will be automatically partition by the hive. If
we have a file contains 50 different category .Hive will convert the data type into
different sector. So if we want to search a table with specific table we will get the result.
Those are the sample unorganized data .we had created different category according to
the month wise data. So there was 12 dynamic category partition. So every year has one
month divided category. But if there will be any timestamp we will not divided it because
there will be a huge collection of table any that can be unmanageable. So our file was
divided into 12 different sector. And each category has a month. And inside the month
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there was year. So if we want to search any particular table the table will not scan the
whole sector. It will only scan the particular sector.

Table 5.4: Temperature and Rain Status Result after Partition

Hive has given another option to divide the data into multiple sector. If there is no way to
divide the data into multiple sector or category we can divided the dataset into some
limited sector. For example we want to divide the dataset into 200 sector. So the dataset
of the file will be divided into 200 sector. We can define the dataset into multiple sector.
We have a dataset of more than 1 million column .so we divided the dataset into 100
sector. Each bucket or cluster contains more than 10000 column. So if we want to make
any operation inside the bucket, the query will execute the particular operation.

Fig 5.1: Physician Compare National Sample Dataset
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we can divided the dataset into multiple partition than again the dataset can be divided
into multiple bucket. It can be use a big collection of dataset.so if the data size is big it
will not check the whole dataset. Rather first it will check the partition then it will go to
the particular data requirement.

Table 5.5: Physician Compare National Sample Result

We can retrieve different information from the input dataset. Output will show the
specific information without scan the whole table. This will improve our working
performance.

Fig 5.2: Data load inside the table
But it will scan the whole table. If the data size is too many it can reduce the performance
of the data table. But in some case, if the data size is small there is no complexity, we can
use this data system. The time complexity will be too high in this static table system. But
it’s a great way to manage the data table from the dataset.
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We can also partition the data files inside the tables, this is called static partition. If we
have different different data for category we can partition those data into multiple
partition. We have used Dhaka stock exchange data from 2008 to 2017. Those data are
inserted into the table with partition. So if we want to scan the file we do not need to scan
the whole table document. We have to give the condition and hive will automatically find
the information without scan the whole table. It improve the quality of time and
performance.

Fig 5.3: Static partition sample dataset for 2013 Dhaka Stock Exchange

But every time static partition does not work. If the size of the file is too high or there are
multiple category then it is difficult to manage the partition with static way. Then we need
to work with dynamic partition.
We used cluster to divided the big dataset into multiple sector .if we have a 1 million of
dataset and we do not have any option to divided the dataset into multiple category. for
example if you have a dataset which contains 20 years record . that menas there are
20*365=7300 days available. if we divided the dataset into multiple it will be almost
unmanageable to handle the huge collection of data. the solution is clustering or
bucketing.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

6.1 Conclusion
Data is generating rapidly day by day. From 2010 to 2019 data increasing rate is almost
double. Every day millions of terabyte is generating day by day. Data increasing rate will
not stop. But the data management is going to difficult to difficult day by day. We have to
think so bigger. Hadoop can be a recent solution. Maybe after 50 or more years later
Hadoop will not work. But at present this framework is a grate choice for the data
management lovers. We have to accept this big data management system. And I think
Hadoop is a perfect solution for everyone.
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